Valley Metro Rail is responsible for the development and operation of the region’s high-capacity transit system. The 23 miles of light rail served 71 million passengers in fiscal year 2015.

**Design and Construction**

The initial 20-mile light rail line, which is the longest starter line in federal New Starts grant history opened on December 27, 2008. On August 22, 2015, the Valley’s first light rail extension opened adding an additional 3 miles into downtown Mesa.

There are 32 stations, primarily in the center of the roadway and designed with significant consideration given to the desert heat. Artwork is an integral part of the system and incorporated into each station.

Ten park-and-rides serve the system where 4,073 free parking spaces can be enjoyed by riders on a first-come, first-serve basis. Like the rest of the system, they are monitored using security cameras.

continued
All of the 50 light rail vehicles in the fleet have a comfort capacity of 175 passengers. The vehicles feature state-of-the-art technology and are customized for the desert climate.

Operations
Valley Metro Rail operates 365 days a year, 20+ hours a day, with a 12-minute peak frequency. The cost of operations is largely supported by rail member cities and passenger fares.

Light rail service is coordinated with bus service to provide a seamless network for customers. An All-Day pass or greater is good for both rail and bus. Passes can be purchased at fare vending machines located at each station, online or from retail outlets Valleywide. Security officers regularly patrol the system and ask passengers at random for proof of payment. Violators are subject to fines ranging from $50 to $500 and can lose their transit privileges.

The Valley Metro Rail system connects the cities of Phoenix, Tempe and Mesa. It provides connection to work, school and entertainment. There are many sports, shopping, restaurants and arts and culture destinations along the system. Light rail also connects to Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport with Phoenix Sky Train® at the 44th St/Washington station.

Future Expansion
Six light rail extensions are planned or are under construction that will create a 66-mile system by 2034. Two Boards of Directors set the policy direction for the agency with the intent of advancing the regional public transit system. Stay updated on construction progress by following Valley Metro on Facebook, Twitter or visiting valleymetro.org.
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